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Introduction: 
 

The homogeneity of media use throughout Wools artistic practice has been seen 
to involve the use of both painting and printmaking, as well as the repurposing of 
work via use of both photography and digital ‘fracturing’. This gesture also 
extends beyond Wools paint based studio practice to his photography, in 
particular, his photo books.  
 
This essay will be primarily concerned with said photobooks, the first being his 
wilfully anti-aesthetic photo book titled Absent Without Leave (1993) which 
collates works over a period of four years during his travels between a yearlong 
fellowship at the American Academy in Rome in 1989 and his following DAAD 
residency in Berlin in 1992. The second being his 1994-95 photo book titled East 
Broadway Breakdown (2003), a series equally disinclined to a perfect finish yet 
arguably more reductive in its post production.  
 
This distinction can be observed to be due largely in part to Wool’s reliance on callbacks to previous works 
and themes, as opposed to being a work which encourages further investigation that is less of a callback and 
more of an aid to engaging with new processes (‘AWOL’ being an example of such work). This, when coupled 
with analysis of paramount influences such as Kippenberger and his ‘Psychobuilding’ photobook (1988) and 
the impact it has with its intentional ‘deskilling’ that permeates Wools own photobooks, will explore how a 
rejection of traditional photographic approaches in favor of a postmodern deconstruction of the medium, 
allowing for deeper questioning of one's surroundings whilst also bringing them into conversation with uneasy 
viewing experiences and abjection. It is here that Julia Kristeva’s analysis of abjection and horror will be 
utilised, linking Wool to his major influences, particularly the aforementioned Kippenberger as well as William 
Klien. Klein's work, whilst similarly deskilled and rejecting of traditional photography approaches (an 
anti-aesthetic if you will), takes a far more in depth route into Kristeva’s writings on the abject, achieving a 
separation from the physical context of the work and bringing the viewer inward in a mimetic manner that 
Wool will be highlighted to exemplify also. 
 
These, when linked longside his studio practice, as broader examples of the ideas that manifest in Wools 
photobooks, will be explored also through the lense of Fyodor Dostoyefsky’s notion of the abject in his novel 
‘Demons’ (1871-1871) alongside Jean Baudrillard’s theory of ‘Simulation and Simulacra’. Here the association 
of both decay and authorship are highlighted, as not only key themes of Klein’s and Kippenberger’s 
photographic practice but also as major influences to both the studio and photobook work of Christopher 
Wool. This thesis will aim to analyse, through reference to these influences and photobooks the level of 
success with which Wool explores the dysfunctional copy.  
 



Kippenberger’s Psychobuildings: The Deskilled and The 
Derelict 
 

When addressing the works of Wool one must first consider his contemporary 
Martin Kippenberger (1953 - 1997), stated by Wool himself as integral to his 
understanding of the photobook1 as a self reflective medium (Brinson, 2013, 
p.277). In particular Kippenberger’s work titled ‘Psychobuildings’ (1988). This 
series collates (in a publication of the same name) over 100 miniature black and 
white snapshots of the derelict, the unused, the used, streetscapes, nightscapes, 
structural details and the odd human figure (or self portrait?) too  (Christies.com, 
2018). From the individual shots presented here in both Fig.2 and Fig.3 (see right) 
being prime examples of this deskilling that informed much of Wool’s direction 
with his own photobooks.  
 
A key feature to note is the intentional disregard for correct exposure with 
particular focus on light source in both Fig.2 and Fig.3 (see right). This achieves 
different effects in both examples below; the first example being in Fig.2, where 
the disparity between the windows light source and the lamps light source 
present an overcompensation with the former and all but abandoning the latter. 
On viewing Fig.2 from ‘Psychobuildings’ one is reminded of the degradation of 
the subject matter, although domestic in tone there appears to be conflict both in 
the decaying, dualistic light source and the seemingly obscure objects placed 
within the home-space. In this way one can observe this use of deskilling to a 
convey discordant, yet comforting tone. 
 
This sense of both unease and comfort is captured in Fig.3 also, to  
different results. The blowout of light from the lamp post achieving a 
mist-like effect that gives the figure alongside his environment a vacant 
uniform nature; a flattening that, whilst soft, conveys unease 
 through the intentional motion blur (present in both images but to a  
greater degree in Fig.3). Being one of the few ‘self portraits’ present in Psychobuildings one observes the 
figure on the same plane as the wall he stands 10 feet or so away from, conveying a similar sense of both 
flattening present in Wool’s photographic work, an obvious parallel to be made also to his studio work which 
we will address later.  
 
Unlike Fig.2, the disregard for light source, the flattening it achieves and the unease the motion blur instills in 
Fig.3 is of a softer tone to the photograph. Here the light source is only at odds with the foreground, mid and 
background, whereas with Fig.2 (as stated above) Kippenberger’s use of two extreme light sources the 
intensity conveys a far more dualistic, charged tone to the photograph (see Fig.2 above). These uses of 
motion blur, under exposure, out of context subject matter in both examples are all present to be seen in 
Wool’s photobooks, similarly conveying tones of vacancy; the title of his first published photobook ‘AWOL’ 
(‘Absent Without Leave’) being a title to mirror this flattening. 



Furthermore, another key connection to draw to Wools photographic practice, is the relatively unestablished 
approach Kippenberger took to photography and art as a whole. Kippenberger points to a conscious 
deskilling of the medium, a method antithetical and jarred when compared with ‘the traditional photo based 
connoisseurship’ (Brinson, 2013, p.14) a mindset far more central at the time. 
 

 

 

William Klein: Life is Good and Good for You in New York 
 
Another artist who shows assent in adopting this ‘deskilling of the medium’ (Brinson, 2013)  method to his 
practice is the American-born French photographer and filmmaker William Klein, who, with a lack of focus to 
the viewfinder itself brings attention to the coarseness of one's surroundings. His infamous photobook ‘Life is 
Good and Good for You in New York: Trance Witness Revels’ (1956) rejects formal cohesion and harmony in 
favour of dissonance and abstraction through a medium more typically used to document rather than 
obscure. (ASX, 2011) 
 
Originally an abstract painter and sculptor, Klein began his career exploring the art movement known as 
‘kinetic art’, defined as the use of ‘any medium that contains movement perceivable by the viewer or [that] 
depends on motion for its effect’ (Popper, 1968). 
 

 
Having experienced both collaborative shows with the likes 
of Russian publicist and artist Alexander Liberman as well 
as solo shows of his Kinetic Art works, Klein began to 
experience more widespread acclaim as a revolutionary 
fashion photographer for vogue. Stated in the Museum 
Ludwigs handbook of photography as an ‘ambivalent and 
ironic approach to the world of fashion’ (Bieger-Thielemann, 
Misselbeck and Philippi, 2007, p.13) and, much like 
Kippenberger, hailed as an ‘uncompromising rejection of the 
then prevailing rules of photography’ (Bieger-Thielemann, 
Misselbeck and Philippi, 2007, p.13) Wool’s inspiration of 
anti-aestheticism can also begin to be seen here. Similarly 
to Wool, Klein was hailed as a bit of an artistic enigma, both 
for the cultural impact his revisiting of a typically ‘clean’ 
medium had, as well as his exploration of street 
photography, in particular when scrutinising his 1956 
photobook titled ‘Life is Good and Good for You in New 
York’ (Fig.4). 
 

 



This can be seen through the writing of New York Times journalist Katherine Knorr both attempts and fails to 
categorize Klein, proclaiming him to be ‘among the fathers of street photography, one of those mixed 
compliments that classifies a man who is hard to classify’ (Knorr, 1996). 
 
One observes through this photobook documentation series of prints (more commonly referred to as ‘New 
York’) an expression of one's abjection, a griminess and a blur which centralises the viewer as much as it 
abstracts the subject matter. It is here where one must bring to light the work of feminist, philospher and 
phsychoanalyist Julia Kristeva, whose acclaimed essay titled ‘The Powers of Horror - An Essay on Abjection’ 
can be found to share theoretical weight when analysing both Klein and Wool’s photography.  
 
 
 

“Abjection preserves what existed in the archaism of pre-objectal relationship, in the immemorial 
violence with which a body becomes separated from another body in order to be - maintaining that 
night in which the outline of the signified thing vanishes and where only the imponderable affect is 

carried out” 
(Kristeva and Roudiez, 1980, p.10). 

 
 
 

This ‘night’, in which significance and tangible form vanish to make way for the ‘imponderable affect’ to arise 
is something which both Klein and Wool adopt through their intentionally deskilled photographic series’. For 
example when scrutinizing spreads from Kleins ‘New York’ photobook (see Fig.5 and Fig.6 below) one 
observes the deskilling of Kleins photographic series to share similar techniques of obfuscation Kippenberger 
adopts. Utilising motion blur, flattening of perspective and distortion achieves an intensity when used in 
orchestra together, the very clearly defined figures, objects and scenes to melt away into the aforementioned 
‘archaism of pre-objectal relationship’ - to become a documentation of the abject.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This is seen in Fig.5 (above left) of Klein photographs with the similar flattening of the plane that Kippenberger 
explores, depicting the neon signs and skyscrapers of New York. Stark contrast between dark and light tones 
can be seen, in particular with the light tones being extremely homogenized and flat, which results in an 
almost complete negation of mid tones. Interpreting this through the lense of Kristeva’s abjection theory this 
stark contrasts puts one in mind of her notion of ‘immemorial violence’, a violent contrast, resulting in the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Street_photography


viewer being ‘seperated from another body’ or, to be separated from the content of the work on a formal 
level. This does not mean this disconnection from the subject matter to be an alienating experience however, 
on the contrary it brings the viewer inward, creating a sense of internal reflection upon observing the 
degrading landscape presented in Fig.5 (Kicken-gallery.com, 2013).  
 
In Fig.6 however (above right), although one observes many similar destabilizing techniques present in Fig.5 
as well as in the previously highlighted work of Kippenberger, the effect is far removed, more grotesque and 
horrific. In her first chapter ‘Approaching Abjection’, Kristeva outlines philosopher Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s 
interpretation of the abject as: 
 
 
 
“The abject is, for Dostoyevsky, the “object” of The Possessed: it is the aim and motive of an existence 
whose meaning is lost in absolute degradation because it absolutely rejected the moral limit (a social, 
religious, familial, and individual one).” 

 
“Abjection then wavers between the fading away of all meaning and all humanity.” 

(Kristeva and Roudiez, 1980, p.18) 
 
 

 
Therefore, the figures in the spread of Klein's work in Fig.6, although abstracted, fit more into this viewing of 
Dostoyevsky’s interpretation of abjection, both from a social and emotive sense.  
 
There is an air of decay and abandonment present in the framing of the spread (see Fig.6), with overgrown, 
cobbled sidewalks and orphan like figures in the foreground, the bleeding out of the pure white sky creeping 
into the figure on the left’s hand and slowly permeating her forearm also. There appears a lack of aim to the 
subjects in the photograph, a representation of the more impoverished side all cities have. In this way one 
interprets abjection through the grotesque, blurred and obscured figures, permeating both their surroundings 
and each other, representing loss through degradation in both the subject matter and physical framing and 
techniques of photography Klein employs.   
 
The stark contrasts remain present however, a slight appreciation for mid tones can be seen to creep in also, 
particularly to the right hand side of the image, allowing the viewer to see the dilapidated sidewalk and the 
more unglamorous side to the dream that is New York, much like that of the anti taboo, anti aesthetic work of 
Nan Goldin. In keeping with ‘expressionist modes of mid-century abstract painting’ Klein’s work is equally 
reactionary, abrasive and coarse: 
 
 

 
“By necessity and choice, I decided that anything would have to go. I decided a technique of no 

taboos: blur, grain, contrast, cockeyed framing, accidents, whatever happens”  
(Phillips and Klein, 1995, p.15) 



In this way, Klein’s photographic documentation in the above examples from ‘New York’ capture elements of 
both Kristeva and Doystoyevsky’s notion of the abject (see quote above) allowing the viewer to experience 
introspection through the decaying photographic nature Kleins deskilling achieves. 
 
There also lies a presence of rapidity through desperation, an indecisive hand to the works that captures both 
an inward and external processing of ones external surroundings. This clearly compliments discourses at the 
time, in particular the influential notion of ‘Images a la Sauvette’, translating literally to mean ‘Images on the 
Run’ proposed in Henri Cartier Bresson’s 1952 essay of the same name (Phillips and Klein, 1995, p.15). 
 
 
 

 
“I saw the book as a tabloid gone beserk, gross, grainy, over-inked, with a brutal layout,  

 
“This is what New York deserved and would get” (5) 

(Livingston and Klein, 1992, p.314) 

 
 

 

Christopher Wool: A.W.O.L, The Maimed Image 
 
The term ‘absent without leave’ (or ‘A.W.O.L’) is initially attributed to the term used within the military to 
describe an individual being ‘absent without authority from one's place of duty in the armed forces’ 
(Merriam-webster.com, 2020). Wools photographic series of the same name acutely hones in and calls back 
to Wools aforementioned influences, referencing both a conscious reluctance to the ‘perfect finish’ or 
‘anti-aesthetic’ as well as the anti-establishment/anti-connoisseurship present in both Klein and 
Kippenberger’s aforementioned works. If Kleins’s photo book is the stamping boot of anti-allure, 
connoisseurship based photography practice, Wool’s ‘Absent Without Leave’ works from that imprint and 
explores deeper. Incidentally the acronym ‘AWOL’ was also utilised by Wool in one of his infamous word 
paintings of 1989.  
 
The work of ‘AWOL’ holds a loose narrative with an absence of the artists own personal physical presence or 
imprint, much like the soldier deserting in the line of duty, Wool himself eludes his own photographic 
recording and narrative; in physical presence he abandons the narrative.2 

 
Formatting wise we see multiple compositions, with photographs being displayed both in portrait and 
horizontally, this continual shift in orientation requires the reader to rotate the book as the experience the 
work in a manner more akin to comic books such as the ‘New 52: Batman Night of Owls’ series 
(Comicbookgirl19, 2020, 4min timestamp). During this scene in the graphic novel, a more disorientating effect 
is achieved whereas the effect of Wools formatting allows him to draw the viewer within their own psyche as 
well as the dreary, un-romanticised broken story of the road, much like Kippenberger’s series mentioned 
earlier. 
 



Deterioration in process and in subject matter is the main drive of ‘Absent Without Leave’ with a large focus in 
part to the obfuscated, the unfocused, the decrepit and the feral whilst simultaneously exploring the 
homogeneity to the commute of life. James Rondeau is quoted to describe this mindful hesitancy that Wool 
presents as a ‘shunning [of] anything resembling beautiful light’ (Rondeau and Brinson, 2013, p.228). This ill 
composed approach calls back of course to the deskilling of the medium present in Kleins photography 
mentioned earlier. 
 
There is an immutable tendency to the abandoned and melancholic, a focus towards both urban and natural 
forms, with the latter being pushed to the wayside and when highlighted are uncelebrated and framed with a 
lack of enticement. This use of forlorn and deskilled images in aggregate draws the viewer inwards as much 
as it shines light on the abandonment, the fractured, the maimed scenes. 
 
Here, one draws similarity between the forlorn sense of abandonment and the horrifically decrepit cityscapes 
and details that Wool presents to the notion of horror presented in Kristeva’s prose:  
 
 

“The corpse (or cadaver: cadere, to fall), that which has 
irremediably come a cropper, is cesspool, and death; it 
upsets even more violently the one who confronts it as 

fragile and fallacious chance.” 
(Kristeva and Roudiez, 1980, p.3) 

 
 
Wools first photographic series can be seen to emulate this 
sense of fragility through confrontation, the majority of the 
selected works in the photobook representing the fractured 
landscape of the road through the fragmentation affect his 
deskilled photographs communicate to the viewer. 
 
In Fig.7 (see right) for example the harsh light around the feral 
dog and in Fig.8 the shadow under the car bumper suggest a 
harsh flash in an originally likely very dark environment,  
putting the surroundings and recesses into sharp relief and 
resulting in intense black shadows in an otherwise primarily 
greyscale mid tone composed image. Alongside this, the choice 
of subject matter, although never featuring humans, can be seen 
to focus on feral city strays (see Fig.9 on the next page also), 
further representing this notion of a fragile, unfeeling city, at 
odds with the more optimistic, yet equally gorilla in execution of 
Klein and Kippenberger’s work respectively. The choice of   
stray cat in Fig.8 (aside from the illuminated lamp-like eyes and 
face) blends into the equally greyscale tarmac it sits on, 



highlighting the fading away of meaning and humanity that Kristeva believes abjection brings.  
 

Other shots like Fig.10 for example appear to be intentionally enlarged smaller  
details of a negative, with less defined details alongside blown out and grainy  
mid tones (see above). 
 
In terms of interior shots Wool can be seen to utilise low angles 
to create a sense of insignificance in the viewer (observe on the 
right the hip shot angle of Fig.11) whilst also using reflective 
surfaces to bounce light, creating harsh silhouettes and bringing 
foreground subjects into sharper relief (see Fig.12 and Fig.13, 
on next page). Here we witness again what Kristeva describes 
as ‘the imponderable affect’ (Kristeva and Roudiez, 1980, p.10), 
that being the reduced form of everyday objects and 
architecture like the steel trolly in Fig.13 and the marble bust 
observed in Fig.12 (both highly reflective objects) allowing the 
light to bounce off them and reduce them in an almost x-ray 
fashion. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Fig.11 also we are reminded of the human body with the 
skeletal, ribcage-like form of the station skylights, confirming our 
humanity and fragility, much like Kristeva’s description of the 
cadaver (see page 10).  

 
 
Wool's post production process for his photos are key to a lot of the effects his 
‘AWOL’ series display. Through over the counter developers, Wool shot the 
series of photographs on a 35mm camera, developing them in the standard 4 by 
6 inch format. He then altered the image again by photocopying them onto 
cheap paper through a xerographic print, onto 8 and a half by 11 inch sheets. 
These became the original works for the printed book. Much like Wool’s erasure 
in his studio practice his photography flattens dimensions, details and denied 
power and in place illusory grain and white spots pepper the works (see Fig.14, 
right). 
 
 
 

 
 

 
“Formal coherence aside, the project was executed as an assault on image quality and concomitant 

values of originality, rarity, and worth.”  
(Rondeau and Brinson, 2013, p.228) 



Use of photocopying via xerox prints has its roots dating back to the 1960’s with Wools contemporarys 
utilising the new technology as an artistic medium and mode of practice in its own right. A key figure not to 

forget is the work of New York based conceptual artist Mel Bochner, who utilised the photocopier to 
duplicate one of his peers drawings as well as fabricators bills, bound them into four respective volumes and 
presented them each on a pedestal (see Fig.15, below). The context for these works is highly ‘White Cube’ in 

its use of the gallery space; achieving ‘effigaeic’ status to an artists practice whilst also being a sterile 
documentation of the same space that Wool aims to critique, that being the ‘continual internal/external 

debate’ (Brinson, 2013, p.35) his work engages in, in response to a stagnating artistic medium (photography). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A more direct link to Wool’s appreciation of the copy, flattening of the image and authorship are exemplified 
during his time as a dweller of the underground post-punk underbelly of New York. Alongside pursuing routes 
in the New Cinema experimental film community present in New York, his appreciation of the creative 



potential of the photocopy was fuelled by the mono colour/tone xerox prints of artists zines, band posters and 
promotional flyers, staples in anti establishment and counter culture that was so prominent in the movements 
he was engaged in at the time. (Galerie Max Hetzler, 2019) 
 
Studio based works of Wool which highlight his interest in authorship and the copy, can be seen in the 
repurposing of a work by means of photocopy and digital refraction include his 2000 work ‘Untitled’ (below 
left, Fig.16) a work present in two states, its original enamel on linen and its 2001 reimagined counterpart (see 
below right, Fig.17) ‘He Said She Said’. The 2001 reworked image is not only renamed in conjunction with his 
subtle reimaginings of artwork akin to a two step form of chinese whispers, but also as a conscious approach 
in which the listener instinctively decides what to ‘miss hear’ and alter. The second image utilises digital 
media such as photoshop to ‘break’ apart the image into four quadrants and then to put it back together, only 
slightly skewed and misaligned.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Today abstraction is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror, or the concept. Simulation is no 

longer that of a territory, a referential being, or a substance. It is the generation by models of a real 
without origin or reality: a hyperreal.” 

(Baudrillard, 2011) 
 

 
 
 
Translated by Sheila Faria Glaser, John Baudrillard’s Simulation and Simulacra (CITE) can be seen to highlight 
Wool’s interest in the repurposing and ‘flattening’ of the copy, seen in the post production treatment of the 
photographs in ‘AWOL’ through reprints, intentionally bad quality paper as well as using the aforementioned 
over the counter developers. In the case of the studio work shown above, reference and passed works, are 



irrelevant, the ‘new’ work taking on its own authorial weight, to become a work in its own right; as Baudrillard 
says: ‘a model of a real without origin or reality: a hyperreal’.  
 
 

Christopher Wool: East Broadway Breakdown,  
Correspondence Through Congruence 
 
Another significant example of 
Wool’s photographic practice is 
his accumulation of thousands of 
nighttime photographs taken 
between the years 1994 and 
1995, bound in the finished form 
of the photobook titled ‘East 
Broadway Breakdown’.3 

 
One also sees, through this 
exclusivity for night time 
shooting, Wool attach to a 
lineage of urban 
“noctambulations” 
(Merriam-webster.com, 2020). 
His shot selection, in particular 
his choice of setting puts one in 
mind of Martha Rosler’s 
1974-1975 work titled: ‘The 
Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems’ (Fig.18)4. Here the countercultural approach and the irony 
loaded within Wools word paintings (Fig.19, see next page) begin to meet in earnest with Rosler’s critique of a 
documentarians approach, in particular the attitude and framing of the Bowery neighborhood during the mid 
70’s pre-gentrified New York.  

 
Much like Wools' two photo books, this work lacks any form of 
human character or narrative, a statement of ones indifferent, 
unfeeling environment, a bleakness to space and flattening. This is 
where the distinction between authorial gesture denies their 
physical presence but also that of any human subject; we are 
secondary to these unfeeling spaces, a rejection of ‘humanistic 
warm-fuzzies’ (Sartle, 2018). 
 
Chosen from over 2500 black and white photographs, East 
Broadway Breakdown, (much like Wools' earlier photobook 



‘AWOL’) is comprised of 160 photographs. There are slight deviations in the 
dimensions of the photographs — also with a thin white border, the photos are 7 by 10 and ¾ inches, one per 
page framed on 8 and 1⁄2 by 11 inch dimension sheets. Much like the previous work, Wool also developed the 
photos utilising over the counter photo labs to print the archive of 4 by 6 inch images5, also shot with a 35mm 
camera.  
 
In terms of subject matter, Wool can again be seen to explore the decrepit and abandoned, of the dingy 
alleyways and the dust filmed fire escapes; what Anne Pontegnie writes as Wool’s “voluntary assimilation with 
degrading phenomena” (Pontegnie, 2003 p.13). On the surface then, in both form and content, both ‘Absent 
Without Leave’ and ‘East Broadway Breakdown’ can be seen as twins.It would also appear that the work 
strives to be more synthesised with shot selection being ‘exclusively urban, nocturnal and exterior’ in setting 
(Rondeau and Brinson, 2013, p.229). A similar lack of human existence permeates the work in a manner much 
like ‘AWOL’, human gesture can be seen to take a backseat, allowing further honing into the sense of 
abandonment and abjection Wool presents this photobook with.6 (19 
 
Cause for disparity between ‘Absent Without Leave’ and ‘East Broadway Breakdown’ begins to occur in 
earnest when addressing the process that Wool adopts during the photographs post production of this 
second photobook7. 
 
As mentioned above, Wool continued to employ the use of over the counter developing services resulting in 
highly varied ranges of exposures, tones and contrasts. However we begin to see a more digital approach to 
the post production of the works taken, with Wool employing Photoshop to  ‘unify discrepant lights and 
darks’ and to create a more homogenised ‘levelling’ to the works as an ensemble (Rondeau and Brinson, 
2013, p.229). The use of the Xerox machine is also not present, whereas with the earlier photobook, the 
altering of images both during shooting, developing and collating into ‘AWOL’ was integral. Here with ‘East 
Broadway Breakdown’ we see a far more synthetic approach to presentation, the intentional ‘skewing’ of the 
print quality through the use of photocopy paper (the more conceptual approach present in ‘AWOL’) falling to 
the wayside in favour of digital curation and alignment. Although a conscious decision on Wool’s part, having 
branched into digital doctoring of his studio work (see ‘He Said She Said’, page 14) one must also appreciate 
the decline of the developing service as a whole, resulting in a scarcity of over the counter traditional 
developers. 
 
One main difference then, what with the shot selection falling into a 
single uniform category, alongside this digital modulation in post 
production, is that Wool began creating this photobook with the 
intention of creating a photobook.  
 
‘East Broadway Breakdown’ then can be seen to again further refurbish 
Wool's connection to studio painting based practice, which has always 
been connected to his experience of the urban as a whole. Throughout 
the photobook the viewer can observe many forms and examples of 
language8. Some spray painting can be observed see the police car in 
Fig.20 as well as stencilled patterns (see Fig.21) as a callback to Wools 



late 80’s wall print works and some even presented in the infamous font of Wools own word paintings, for 
example his 1988 work Apocalypse Now (see Fig.19).  
 
Further connection between Wools photobooks and his studio based 
practice can be made when observing the focus Wool places on organic 
forms (see both Fig.21 and Fig.22 on the beginning of the next page), also a 
callback to Wool’s use of stencilled wallpaper-style patterns in his earlier 
works (see Fig.23) and in his 2000’s repurposed works that also focus on 
the decaying equally tattered nature of materiality. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The presence of flash in Wools photography is something of note also, as 
mentioned earlier with ‘AWOL’ and now also present in ‘East Broadway 
Breakdown’, which bring into relief amorphous forms, dissecting the 
surfaces they hit and rendering them into outlines (see earlier Fig.12 spread 
from ‘AWOL’ and blowout from the police car’s body work (Fig.20) from 
‘East Broadway Breakdown’.) Similar comparison can be made to the whited 
out clips and streams of paint found in the mid nineties works (see Fig.14 
earlier also).  
 



In this way when interpreting the photobook of ‘East Broadway Breakdown’, when pairing the stylistic 
similarities and the main focus Wool holds for themes and imagery in his photographic practice as a whole, 
one may see them potential sources for future works as well as the potential for them to be elevated and 
become new works in their own right, (‘See He Said She Said’, Fig.17) . Therefore one could interpret both of 
Wools photo books as a source for future imagery, in the manner of a preliminary sketch for future  
artworks outside of photography.  
 
Conversely the opposite is true in fact, with ‘East Broadway Breakdown’ forming a search for correspondence 
within the living, breathing underbelly of Wools travels to his own artistic gesture. However, this 
correspondence is out of congruence with Wools previous repurposing approach to his work, seeming to end 
future exploration through its more introspective use of levelling. This is similar in process to Jasper John’s 
who also utilised in works such as ‘Souvenir II’ (below right, Fig.25) in foresight to sketch his original work 
(Fig.24) after the fact, his preliminaries becoming tertiary (Royalacademy.org.uk, 2019). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As a whole ‘East Broadway Breakdown’, although in part a twin photobook of ‘Absent Without Leave’, when 
observing similarities in its consciously deskilled, cock-eyed framing and post production, there are integral 
deviations within this second photobook that can be seen to both flatten and homogenise on a level that 
contradicts Wool’s practice from its original ant-aesthetic intentions. It falls flat, both in a literal sense through 
use of digital unification of both tone and exposure, whilst also figuratively by countering what Wool initially 
opposes: photographical connoisseurship.  
 
Through his more conscious shot selection and a purity of process, Wool is seen also to unify the photobook 
of ‘East Broadway Breakdown’ in far more forced manner. This as such fails to convey abjection in the 
manner ‘AWOL’ achieves, leaving the viewer feeling less of the abject and more of a levelled sense of 
observation, a far less dynamic experience than when observing the images in ‘Absent Without Leave’. 
 
 



Conclusion: The Dysfunctional Copy 
 
The sense of decay, abjection and the dysfunctional copy can be seen to permeate Wool’s artistic narrative 
through both ‘Absent Without Leave’ (1993) , ‘East Broadway Breakdown’ (2003) and his studio practice (to 
greater and lesser degrees of success). 
 
Through influences such as Kippenberger’s ‘Psychobuildings’ (1988) one can observe the intentional 
deskilling so prevalent in ‘AWOL’ and to a slightly lesser, more manufactured degree in ‘East Broadway 
Breakdown’. These include the intentional lack of regard for the viewfinder, through gorilla style hip shots, 
overexposed, burnt out subject matter and post production fracturing to name a few.  
 
The influences of other artists who spearheaded the photobook as a valid artistic medium also include the 
work of Klein who, like Kippenberger, favours deskilling but in a more horrific and introspective manner. With 
features that reflect both Kristeva and Dostoyevsky’s notion of the abject, Klein can be seen to bring the 
viewer inward through observing an outward stimulus, namely the grotesque, under exposed and blurred 
subject matter he chooses to focus on in ‘Life Is Good and Good for You in New York’ (1956). Wool in this 
way can be seen to emulate this sense of degradation and the everyday notion of the grotesque that Kristeva 
explores in ‘The Powers Of Horror’. This is seen through his use of abandoned items, rabid stray animals 
framed as forlorn figures, as well as the decaying nature the deskilling of photography achieves. 
 
This fracturing and bleak imagery can be seen to permeate into Wool’s studio practice also with works such 
as ‘He Said She Said’ (2001) highlighting Wool’s fluent intertwining of artistic practices and capturing a sense 
of fragmented futures, through elevating old works into broken, yet independent reimaginings of their 
‘originals’.  
 
This is not always as successful however with ‘East Broadway Breakdown’ favouring callbacks and nods to 
previous artistic endeavours and undertakings of Wool. Alongside the pursuit of exclusively urban and 
nocturnal subject matter and at odds with the larger fusion of subject matter and settings present in ‘AWOL’, 
‘East Broadway Breakdown’ hits home a greater focus towards a conscious decision to create a photobook. 
Although still reactionary and deskilled in a nod to his influences, Wool fails to capture the same dynamic 
decay and abjection ‘AWOL’ explores to greater success.  
 
This, when coupled with a larger focus towards visual homogeneity expressed through his use of digital 
means to ‘level’ the discrepancies between individual photographs (an approach not undertaken in the 
conceiving of ‘AWOL’ 10 years prior) results in a sense of the synthetic. This more clinical, White-Cube 
approach (highlighted in the work of Martha Rosler’s ‘The Bowery’) is at odds with the key philosophy of 
Wool, who avoids callbacks in favour of ‘fundamental uncertainty’ (Rondeau and Brinson, 2013, p.35) 
explored in greater success in ‘AWOL’.  
 
Wools apparent quest for personal congruity through both the digital doctoring of the photographs and 
scoping out of callbacks to his word paintings unfortunately does not result in the viewer feeling the typical 



natural progression or the ‘continual internal/external debate’ Wool revels in the majority of his other work, 
particularly ‘AWOL’.  
 
The austere imagery of ‘Absent Without Leave’ plays homage and can be seen to elevate the conscious 
dysfunctional exploration of Wool’s predecessors, presenting the creative potential of the copy and how 
deskilling can bring to the foreground concepts and philosophies a traditional photograph could not. The 
protagonist’s absence being Wool’s own in favour of the dysfunctional copy. 
 
 
 
 

“To experience the aura of an object we look at means to invest it with the ability 
to look back at us.” 

Walter Benjamin 
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Artworks: 
 
Fig.1  Christopher Wool in his studio, New York, ca. 1982. Photo by Zoe Leonard. 
 
Fig.2  Page from Psychobuildings, 1988. Martin Kippenberger. 
 
Fig.3  Page from Psychobuildings, 1988. Martin Kippenberger. 
 
Fig.4  Front page of Life Is Good and Good for You in New York: Trance Witness Revels (Editions du Seuil, 1956) William 
Klein. 
 
Fig.5  Spread from William Klein, Life Is Good and Good for You in New York: Trance Witness Revels (Editions du Seuil, 
1956) William Klein. 
 
Fig.6  Double spread from William Klein, Life Is Good and Good for You in New York: Trance Witness Revels (Editions du 
Seuil, 1956 William Klein). 
 



Fig.7  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.8  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.9  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.10  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.11  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.12  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.13  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.14  Untitled, 2001. Christopher Wool, Enamel and silkscreen ink on linen, 274.3 x 182.9 cm. 
 
Fig.15  Mel Bochner, Working Drawings And Other Visible Things On Paper Not Necessarily Meant To Be Viewed As Art, 
1966, installation view. 
 
Fig.16  Untitled, 2000. Christopher Wool, Enamel on linen, 274.3 x 182.9 cm. 
 
Fig.17  He Said She Said, 2001. Christopher Wool, Silkscreen ink on linen, 274.3 x 182.9 cm. 
 
Fig.18  Spread from ‘The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems’ Martha Rosler,1974-1975.  
 
Fig.19  Apocalypse Now, Christopher Wool, 1988. Enamel and Flashe on aluminum, 213 x 182.9 cm. 
 
Fig.20  Page from Absent Without Leave, Holzwarth 2003, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.21  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.22  Page from Absent Without Leave, DAAD 1993, Christopher Wool. 
 
Fig.23  Riot, 1989/92. Christopher Wool, Enamel on aluminum, 228.6 x 152.4 cm 
 
Fig.24  Souvenir, Jasper John, 1964.  
 
Fig.25  Souvenir II, Jasper John, 1964.  
 
 
 

 
 
 



Footnotes: 
 

1  With genealogy dating back to the mid 19th century, the photobook continues to be seen as an 
independent art form in its own right. See —  (Martin Parr and Gerry Badger trace the photobook back to 
William Henry Fox Talbot's The Pencil of Nature (1844-46). See "Topography and Travel: The First 
Photobooks, " in Parr and Badger, The Photobook: A History (London: Phaidon, 2004), vol. I, p.14.) 
 
2  He eludes the narrative in this series but his presence is a lot more felt in the second series. His presence of 
his personal painting work being present in the photographs he takes, similar font etc, elaborate and explain 
in next section. 
 
3  East Broadway Breakdown was published by Holzwarth, Berlin, in an edition of undetermined size, with a 
special edition of 160 individual photos accompanied by a book in a boxed set. 
 
4  Parr and Badger, "A Day in the Life: The Documentary Photobook in the 1930's," in The Photobook, vol. I, 
p. 134. Given the location in which the images are shot, one is also reminded of the diurnal precedent of 
Martha Rosler's  The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems (1974-1975) 
 
5  Here we see a similar upscaling present in Fig.10 of AWOL - see page 11. 
 
6  Other authors have made this connection -- Richard Hell, for example. "Like the paintings, one realized the 
street) photos are black and white, often feature patterns, exclude people, welcome smears and casual 
framing, and direct our attention to commonplace corners and underpinnings of our environment that tend to 
be not merely disregarded but to be assumed ugly." Hell, "Christopher Wool's photographs," p.226. 
 
7  Fionn Meade has observed, "Critical to understanding the procedural, layered, and increasingly sequential 
turn in Wools recent painting and prints, Breakdown updates the street encounter first invoked in the word 
paintings." Meade, "Syntax for Minor Mishaps," p.122 
 
8  Examples in East Broadway Breakdown include:  
PARK; BEEPERS; YOUR ADD HERE; WE'RE IN THE BASEMENT; FINE LIGHTING. Some of these words or 
phrases sound as if they could be titles of Wool's paintings. There are also instances of freehand writing, such 
as the sprayed script DO NOT BLOCK DRIVEWAY. 
 
 
 

 

 



Unit 10 Major Contextual Project 

Self Evaluation Form 

The intention of this form is twofold: to give you an opportunity to reflect upon your                               
work for your Stage 3 Contextual Practice research project and to give us feedback                           
on the value of the Major Contextual Project as a learning experience. 

You should fill it out after you have completed your Major Contextual Project. Use                           
additional pages if necessary. The form is NOT assessed with a separate grade, so                           
please be as honest as possible. Please upload this form with your MCP.  

NAME: Oscar Holmes 
(HOL17534349 

COURSE: BA Fine Art Painting 
(Hons) 

 

    

1. Summarise your aims for the project. 

To explore the photobooks of Christopher Wool through multiple contextual 
frameworks, key ones being his influences such as Kippenberger, Klein as well as 
developing my knowledge of theory that compliments his artistic intent, namely 
Kristeva, Dostoevsky and Baudrillard. 

 

2. How confident are you that the final Major Contextual Project achieves these 
aims and communicates your ideas to others? 



I feel I drew succinctly communicated points, linked said theory and inspirations 
to deliver an in depth analysis of both of Wool’s photobooks. 

 

3. How has the Major Contextual Project changed your original understanding 
(what have you learned)? 

I have a far greater understanding of photographic ‘deskilling’, as well as an in depth 
knowledge of Wool’s key influences and artistic practice. 

 

4. With hindsight how would you approach the Major Contextual Project if starting 
again?  (Please comment on: time management, use of tutorials, any problems 
you encountered and how you dealt with them, as well as on the subject). 

My time management could have been better, in this way I would have tried to 
balance my work and the dissertation over the Christmas period a lot better. The 
tutorials I found deeply informative and helpful but I would have enjoyed a few more. I 
dealt with a few issues initially – that being a part of my work lost due to a server 
crash – after this happening I began to use Google Docs which auto saves to the 
cloud which helped put my mind at ease and reduce unnecessary stress. 

 

5. What advice would you give second year students about to embark on their 
Major Contextual Project? 

Pay attention to the brief, dissect that first then the rest of the essay becomes a lot 
less muddy and clear. I would also advise to pick artworks (like I did) that you LOVE – 
as you will be analysing them and writing about them for a few months, massively in 
depth, to avoid getting fatigued with works you don’t fully enjoy. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


